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This invention relates to an improvement 
in tweezers which are commonly used by 
manicurists, dentists, surgeons and the like. 

It is old to attach a pin to the interior sur 
5 face of one of the jaws and thus provide a 
stop so that the jaws will not come together 
too tightly when pressure is applied. This 
construction is subject to a serious disadvan 
tage, namely, the tendency of the points of 

10 the jaws to spread apart when pressure is ap 
plied. This spreading of the points is due 
Áto the fact that pressure, if not applied direct 
ly perpendicular to the surfaces of the jaws, 
will tend to shift the jaws laterally and so the 

15 points will spread and become out of align 
ment. 
There has also been provided, in addition 

to the stop pin on the interior surface of one 
jaw, a recesson the interior surface ofthe 

20 other jaw so positioned that the pin will enter 
the recess when the. jaws are pressed together. ' 
This improvement tends to prevent the later 
al shifting ofthe jaws, but it does not entirely 
prevent thel spreading of the points. kOne 

5 reason for this defect is clearly seen when one 
considers the small bearing surface afforded 
by the stop pin. If pressure is not applied 
directly over the stop pin, there is a tendency 
for the jaws to be tilted from their normal 

30 horizontal plane and so the points may not 
meet directly and they will spread and pass 
each other when such pressure is applied.’ 
The object of Vthis invention is to obviate 

Y the above-mentioned_disadvantages by pro 
5 viding in place of the stop pin, a bar which ’ 
extends the entire width of one jaw. By such 
an arrangement the pressure will be evenly 
distributed over the enti-re bearing surface 
afforded by t-he stop bar. Y 
In the drawing : 
Figure l is a perspective view of a pair of 

tweezers embodying the invention ; 
Fig. 2 is a side elevation thereof, and 
Fig. 3 is a plan of one of the jaws of the 

45 tweezers. ' v 

The tweezers comprise a pairl of spring 
jaws l, l which are attached at one end >2. 
The other ends 3, 3 may be in the form of 
straight edges, points, or other suitable ar 

50 rangements. These ends 3, 3 are normally 

held apart by the spring action of the jaws. 
Upon the exterior surface of each jaw l there 
is a roughened surface 4, which permits a firm 
hold to be had on the jaws to facilitate press 
ing the same together. 55 
On the interior surface of either jaw is. pro 

vvided a bar 5. This bar extends the entire 
width of the jaw to which it is attached. _ 

l/Vhen the jaws are pressed together, it will 
be seen that the bar 5 serves as a stop to pre- 6o 
vent the points from coming together too 
tightly. This stop bar 5 provides a bearing 
surface o-ver the entire width of said jaws and 
it will thus be seen that the pressure applied 
is evenly distributed so that the jaws cannot e5 
tilt and so become bent, and therefore the 
points will not spread apart. 
Having thus fully described my invention, 

what I claim as new and desire to secure by 
Letters Patent, is : 
Tweezers comprising opening and closing 

spring jaws, and a stop bar on the interior 
surface of one of said jaws extending sub 
stantially the entire width thereof whereby 
to prevent the jaws from tilting and the points 75 
fiîonä spreading apart when pressure is ap 
p 1e . 

In testimony whereof, I añix my signature. 
AUGUST HENKEL. 
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